
      
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT  COMMITTEE          20th AUGUST  2018 
 
Case No: 16/01670/FUL  (FULL PLANNING APPLICATION) 
 
Proposal:  ERECTION OF TWO DETACHED DWELLINGS WITH A 

SHARED ACCESS FROM ALISON LANE 
 
Location:  LAND SOUTH OF ALISON LANE  OFFORD DARCY   
 
Applicant:  THORNHILL ESTATES 
 
Grid Ref: 522023   266554 
 
Date of Registration:   10.08.2016 
 
Parish:   OFFORD CLUNY AND OFFORD DARCY 
 

RECOMMENDATION  -   APPROVE 
 
This application is referred to Development Management Committee 
(DMC) as the proposal represents a departure from the development 
plan, being residential development which is recommended for approval 
in the countryside, outside the built up area.   
  
1. DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND APPLICATION 
 
1.1 This site lies between and behind residential properties, with a pond 

to the west and, to the east, amenity space, a drainage channel and 
Offord Darcy’s recreation ground with a fenced multiple use games 
area (MUGA) and car park. Access from High Street is off Alison 
Lane in Offord Darcy. 

 
1.2 The site has covering of ruderal vegetation, brambles and small trees. 

The site is in flood zone 1 (low risk) but is in an area with high 
susceptibility (greater than 75%) to ground water flooding according 
to the Huntingdonshire Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 2017. 

 
1.3 The application proposes two dwellings, one 3-bed and one 4-bed, 

both to be finished in render, brick, boarding, tiles and slate. 
 
1.4 The application is accompanied by Planning and Heritage 

statements, a great crested newts survey and protected species 
survey of May 2015 by Chris Vine, an Arboricultural Report by 
Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants of February 2016 and Transport 
Overview Document by WSP. The applicant has been asked to 
provide updated protected species information for DMC. 

 
1.5 There are two Grade II listed buildings near the site: at No. 79 and 

No. 81 High Street. The north and east boundaries of No. 79’s back 
garden adjoin the south end of the site and No. 81’s back garden is 
separated from the site by a pond and small area of land owned by 
the applicant. 

 
1.6 The proposal has been amended in negotiations with officers to 

enhance its appearance and reduce the impact on the setting of the 
listed building at No. 79 High Street. 



 
1.7 The application is one of three applications from the same applicant 

for the development of three sites outside the built up area of Offord 
Darcy. All three applications are departures from the development 
plan, being residential development in the countryside, outside the 
built up area.  Application 16/01671/FUL is for two dwellings at Grove 
Farm off Graveley Road and 16/01672/FUL is for ten (5 market and 5 
affordable) dwellings and an office at Manor Farm, High Street.  

 
1.8 All three applications are to be considered by the DMC and should be 

considered both separately and together as they are proposed to be 
the subject of Section 106 obligations to secure the following planning 
contributions:  
- A permanent supply of water and electricity to the Alison Lane 
recreation ground adjoining the site of application 16/01670/FUL at a 
cost of £35,000 (estimated in April 2017) 
- Five affordable dwellings at Manor Farm the subject of application 
16/01672/FUL and 
- wheeled bins for each dwelling on the three application sites as set 
out in the charging schedule, currently £73.65 per dwelling. 

 
1.9 In addition, the applicant offers the following two items to be part of 

the Section 106 obligation. However, Officers consider that they are 
works that would be required to allow the development to proceed 
regardless of a legal obligation and they need not be part of the 
obligation: 
- removal of Japanese Knotweed from the Alison Lane site 
16/01670/FUL and 
- provision of a permanent new frontage footpath adjoining the 
existing bus stop at Manor Farm, the subject of 16/01672/FUL.  

 
2. NATIONAL GUIDANCE 
 
2.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (24th July 2018) (NPPF 

2018) sets out the three economic, social and environmental 
objectives of the planning system to contribute to the achievement of 
sustainable development. The NPPF confirms that ‘So sustainable 
development is pursued in a positive way, at the heart of the 
Framework is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. 
The NPPF sets out the Government's planning policies for:  
* delivering a sufficient supply of homes;  
* achieving well-designed places;  
* conserving and enhancing the natural environment;  
* conserving and enhancing the historic environment. 

 
2.2 Transitional arrangements: The NPPF 2018 has now been published 

and replaces the NPPF 2012. However, transitional arrangements are 
in place for authorities which submitted Local Plans prior to 29th 
January 2019. As HDC submitted the Local Plan to 2036 on 29 March 
2018, the transitional arrangements apply in this case and to ensure 
consistency, the 2012 framework policies will continue to be relevant.  

 
2.3 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 2012) sets out the 

three dimensions to sustainable development - an economic role, a 
social role and an environmental role - and outlines the presumption 
in favour of sustainable development. Under the heading of Delivering 



Sustainable Development, the Framework sets out the Government's 
planning policies for:  
* promoting sustainable transport;  
* delivering a wide choice of high quality homes;  
* requiring good design;  
* conserving and enhancing the natural environment;  
* conserving and enhancing the historic environment. 

 
2.4 From this point in the report, unless specifically identified to the 

contrary, the ‘NPPF’ now refers to both NPPF 2012 and 2018. 
Planning Practice Guidance 
Natural England: Great crested newts: surveys and mitigation for 
development projects Standing advice for local planning authorities 
who need to assess the impacts of development on great crested 
newts. 28 March 2015. 

 
2.5 BS5837:2012 Trees in relation to design, demolition and construction 

– Recommendations  
 
2.6 Fields in Trust - Planning and Design for Outdoor Sport and Play 

(2008). 
 
2.7 BS42020:2013 Biodiversity. Code of practice for planning and 

development 
 
2.8 BS8233:2014 Guidance on Sound Insulation and Noise Reduction for 

Buildings. 
 
For full details visit the government website   
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-communities-
and-local-government  
 
3. PLANNING POLICIES 
 
3.1 Saved policies from the Huntingdonshire Local Plan (1995) 

• H23: Outside Settlements  
• En17: Development in the Countryside  
• En2: Character and setting of Listed Buildings 
• En12: Archaeological Implications  
• En18: Trees and hedges 
• En20: Landscaping 
• En22: Nature conservation 
• En25: General Design Criteria  
• H31: Residential privacy and amenity standards  
• H37: Pollution 
• H38: Noise Pollution 
• T18: Access requirements for new development  
• T19: Pedestrians 
• CS8: Water 
• CS9: Flood water management  

 
3.2 Saved policies from the Huntingdonshire Local Plan Alterations 

(2002) 
• HL5 - Quality and Density of Development  
• HL6 - Housing Density  

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-communities-and-local-government
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-communities-and-local-government


• HL10- Housing provision to reflect range of local community 
need. 

  
3.3 Adopted Huntingdonshire Local Development Framework Core 

Strategy (2009) 
• CS1: Sustainable development in Huntingdonshire 
• CS3: “The Settlement Hierarchy” – identifies Offord Darcy as a 

smaller settlement in which residential infilling will be 
appropriate within the built up area; any area not specifically 
identified as being within the built up area are classed as part 
of the countryside, where development will be strictly limited to 
that which has essential need to be located in the countryside. 

• CS4: Affordable Housing in Development  
• CS10: Contributions to Infrastructure Requirements.  

 
3.4 Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 

(as amended March 2018 for submission) 
• LP1: Amount of Development  
• LP2: Strategy for Development 
• LP10: Small settlements 
• LP11: The Countryside 
• LP12: Design Context 
• LP13: Design Implementation 
• LP15: Amenity 
• LP16: Surface Water 
• LP17: Sustainable Travel 
• LP18: Parking Provision and vehicle movement 
• (LP21: Homes for Rural Workers) 
• LP23: Local Services and Community Facilities 
• LP25: Affordable Housing Provision 
• LP26: Housing Mix 
• (LP30: Rural Exceptions Housing) 
• LP32: Biodiversity and Geodiversity 
• LP33: Trees, Woodland, Hedges and Hedgerows 
• LP34: Protection of Open Space 
• LP36: Heritage Assets and their Settings 

 
3.5 The LPA consider the Local Plan to 2036 to be a sound plan and it 

was submitted for examination on the 29th March 2018. Footnote 22 
of NPPF 2018 states during the transitional period for emerging plans 
submitted for examination (set out in paragraph 214 of NPPF 2018), 
consistency should be tested against the previous Framework 
published in March 2012. The plan has reached an advanced stage 
and is consistent with the policies set out within the NPPF 
2012.  Given the transitional arrangements in place it is considered 
that if there is any tension between emerging policies and NPPF 
2018, the previous framework policies will prevail.  

 
3.6 In order to support the Government’s objective to significantly boost 

the supply of homes, the Council must demonstrate an up-to-date five 
year supply of deliverable housing sites to meet its objectively 
assessed need, with an additional buffer to ensure choice and 
competition in the market for land; this requirement is set out in 
paragraph 73 of the NPPF 2012.  Due to under-delivery in recent 
years the buffer to be applied for the District is 20%. The December 



2017 Annual Monitoring Review applies the 20% buffer and 
demonstrates that the Council has a five year supply of housing land.   

 
3.7 However, the Development Plan policies relevant to the supply of 

housing (En17 and H23 of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan (HLP) and 
CS2 and CS3 of the Huntingdonshire Core Strategy (HCS)) were set 
against a lower Objectively Assessed Need figure. Therefore strict 
application of these policies would result in failure to achieve the 
objectively assessed housing need figure that the Council currently 
has identified as part of the emerging Local Plan to 2036. Therefore 
as these policies, taken in isolation, could be considered not to be up-
to-date or consist with the NPPF’s aim to significantly boost the 
supply of homes, at present and until the Council adopts the Local 
Plan to 2036 with up-to-date policies, the 'tilted balance' as set out in 
paragraph 11 d) of the NPPF 2018 applies. For decision taking this 
means, where the policies most important for determining the 
application are out of date, granting permission unless: 
i. the application of policies in this framework that protect areas or 
assets of particular importance (in this case designated heritage 
assets: the setting of the two listed buildings have to be considered) 
provide a clear reason for refusing the development proposed; or 
ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 
policies of the Framework taken as a whole.  

 
3.8 Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD)- 

• Huntingdonshire Design Guide SPD 2017: Place Making 
Principles - Part 3.3 Walkable Places, Parts 3.5 Parking and 
Servicing, 3.7 Building Form. 

• Developer Contributions SPD – December 2011  
• Developer Contributions Updated Costs 2016-2017 document. 
• Huntingdonshire Landscape and Townscape Assessment 

SPD 2007 includes the site in the South East Claylands 
landscape character area. 

• Annual Monitoring Report 2017(December) regarding five year 
housing supply.  

 
Local policies are viewable at https://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk  
 
4. PLANNING HISTORY 
 
4.1 The proposed access to the site crosses part of an amenity space 

between 3 Alison Lane and the recreation ground which was the 
subject of application 10/00299/FUL: Change of use of land to create 
new recreation ground and car park with associated development of 3 
cottages, upgraded access road, and ancillary works to existing 
properties. Approved 1980. Two of those three dwellings were 
considered to be outside the built up area but it was considered that 
the benefit of the provision of the recreation ground and associated 
vehicular access outweighed the harm of development outside the 
built up area. 

 
4.2 1407172PENQ Proposed erection of 2 dwellings- reply sent 2014. 
 
 Adjoining Recreation Ground: 
4.3 15/00017/FUL Erection of sports pavilion approved 6th March 2015 

(expired). 

https://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk/


5. CONSULTATIONS 
 
5.1 Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council: Original plans: 

Recommend Approve. (COPY ATTACHED). 
 
5.2 Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council: Amended plans for 

plot 2: Parish Council unable to identify amendments to original plans. 
Concerned about the landlocked area containing the pond which 
appeared to be inaccessible, future maintenance of this land and the 
possible presence of Japanese Knotweed.  (COPY ATTACHED). 

 
Officer response; The Parish Council were advised that the revised 
plans were received on 16th January 2017 and relate to plot 2. Parish 
Council: Recommend Approve. (COPY ATTACHED). 

 
5.3 Cambridgeshire County Council Highways (CCC): No objection. 
 
5.4 CCC Archaeology: No objection subject to a programme of 

archaeological investigation secured by condition. 
 
5.5 Natural England: ‘No comments’. 
 
5.6 Beds and Cambs Wildlife Trust: No objection subject to 

identification of site to relocate great crested newts as proposed in 
the submitted Protected Species Survey report prior to the 
determination of the application and compliance with survey report 
recommendations regarding avoiding disturbance to nesting birds and 
reptiles. 

 
Officer note: The applicant’s ecologist has responded ‘to progress 
with the development of the site a development licence issued by 
Natural England is required and …Planning Permission must first be 
issued before Natural England can issue such a licence’ and 
confirmed that the population of great crested newts at the site should 
be maintained at the site or elsewhere, in 2015 it was not specifically 
mentioned that a new receptor site is required. However, the 
applicant has been asked to provide updated protected species 
information for DMC. 

 
5.7 HDC Environmental Protection: No objection regarding noise 

impacts of the adjoining MUGA such as balls hitting the mesh fence 
enclosure subject to the erection of an acoustic fence south of plot 2 
to screen plot 2’s garden from MUGA noise east of unit 2.  

 
5.8 HDC Operations: No objections regarding bin collection in Alison 

Lane. 
 
5.9 Great Paxton Ward Member: No objections to proposed S106 

obligations. 
 
6. REPRESENTATIONS 
 
6.1 One objection from No. 79 High Street to original plans: 

-the development will have a significant detrimental impact on the 
character and setting of our Grade II listed farmhouse, 79 High Street. 



- existing setting is of open countryside- a key characteristic of the 
setting of this C18 farmhouse- together with single storey barn style 
dwellings and a single storey thatched cottage.  
- proposed units are two storey and not in keeping with existing 
building styles.  
-the west elevation of unit 1 is a two storey rendered elevation with 
multiple windows facing the rear of 79 High Street 
- the planning statement attempts to argue the Sports Pavilion 
permission has affected the countryside setting of the listed building 
but the dwellings would erode the remaining connection of the listed 
building with its original farm setting, whereas the Sports Pavilion is 
single storey and sympathetic in design.  
- disappointed that there has been no consultation with neighbours 
and advice to reduce unit 2 to single storey has not been 
implemented.  
- the Housing need survey identified a need for smaller dwellings, 
rather than the large dwellings proposed.  
- the developer should confirm if the proposed removal of Japanese 
knotweed includes the zone which is not to be developed, around the 
pond. If not, clarification on a treatment regime is required to minimise 
the risk of spread to the existing properties.  
-the proposal includes the use of two existing fences erected by us 
which are unsuitable for separation between occupied dwellings and 
need to be upgraded by the developer prior to the commencement of 
development. 

 
 Revised plans: 

6.2 *comments from No. 85 High Street: 
Part of our property adjoins the development. Japanese knotweed 
was on, or very close to the development site in the past and 
groundworks could regenerate dormant roots. We wish any approval 
to stipulate that an appropriately qualified company is employed to 
secure the removal of potentially contaminated earth and avoid 
knotweed escaping onto the area around the pond.  
The proposal will landlock the adjoining pond area- there appears to 
be no planned access point for this area, so we are seriously 
concerned that it will not be monitored, or maintained to an 
acceptable standard in future. This land is overgrown, preventing 
access to most of the area and obscuring visibility to plants growing 
there.    
We seek a clear, definitive plan for any undeveloped part of the 
overall site to be regularly monitored, managed and maintained for 
the foreseeable future before planning consent is given. 
* comments from No. 83 High Street: affects outlook from rear of our 
property but wouldn't want to stand in the way of sensible property 
development for the village. 

 
7. ASSESSMENT 
 
7.1 The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (Section 38(6)) 

and the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (Section 70(2)) 
requires applications for planning permission to be determined in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise. This is reiterated in the NPPF. The development 
plan is defined in Section 28(3)(b) of the 2004 Act as “the 
development plan documents (taken as a whole) that have been 
adopted or approved in that area”. 



 
7.2 In Huntingdonshire the development plan consists of: 

* Saved policies from the Huntingdonshire Local Plan 1995 (Parts 1 
and 2) 
* Saved policies from the Huntingdonshire Local Plan Alteration 2002 
* Adopted Huntingdonshire Local Development Framework Core 
Strategy (2009) 
Huntingdon West Area Action Plan 2011 
*Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Minerals and Waste 
Development Plan Core Strategy 
*St Neots Neighbourhood Plan 
*Godmanchester Neighbourhood Plan 
*Houghton and Wyton Neighbourhood Plan 

 
7.3 The statutory term ‘material considerations’ has been broadly 

construed to include any consideration relevant in the circumstances 
which bears on the use or development of land; Cala Homes (South) 
Ltd v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government & 
Anor [2011] EWHC 97 (Admin); [2011] 1 P. & C.R. 22, per Lindblom 
J. Whilst accepting that the NPPF does not change the statutory 
status of the Development Plan, paragraph 2 confirms that it is a 
material consideration and significant weight is given to it in 
determining applications.  

 
7.4 The principal, important and controversial issues to consider in 

assessing this application are if this development is considered to be 
sustainable development, having considered the economic, 
environmental and social elements of the proposal. With that in mind 
the following issues are assessed below: 

 
• principle of residential development;  
• impact on the character and appearance of the 

countryside/design/visual amenity;  
• impact on the character and appearance of the setting of the 

adjoining listed buildings;  
• access and parking;  
• impact on residential amenity of existing properties;  
• residential amenity for future occupiers;  
• protected species; 
• section 106 planning obligation matters and 
• planning balance and conclusion. 
• Principle of residential development 
• Built-up area/ countryside 

 
7.5 The Development Plan policies seek to ensure that development is 

located in places well served by public transport and accessible to 
services so that the need to travel is minimised, thus helping to tackle 
climate change at a district level. For this reason, and to restrict the 
loss of high quality agricultural land and to help protect the character 
of the countryside, development outside the built up area is carefully 
controlled. 

 
7.6 The built-up area of Offord Darcy is considered to include the 

adjoining dwellings and exclude the gardens, amenity and recreation 
land. The site adjoins the built up area of Offord Darcy and is not 
isolated (where paragraph 79 of the NPPF 2018 applies). However, 



the site is considered to be in the countryside outside the built-up 
area of Offord Darcy. This approach is consistent with the approach 
to application 10/00299/FUL. Furthermore, until recently (as shown in 
a 2013 aerial photo) the site formed part of a wider area of land 
extending west and south that was excluded from gardens and was a 
remnant of countryside. 

 
7.7 The proposal is for non-essential residential development in the 

countryside which is contrary to Development Plan policies H23, 
En17 of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan 1995 and CS3 of the Core 
Strategy 2009 and therefore if the scheme was approved it would be 
a departure from the development plan and it has been advertised as 
such. However, the NPPF has a slightly more positive approach to 
development in the countryside than the restrictive development plan 
policies on housing in the countryside. Furthermore, the NPPF refers 
to the need to significantly boost housing supply. As such there is an 
inconsistency with policies H23, En17 and CS3, and the thrust of the 
NPPF. In accordance with paragraph 11.d) of the NPPF 2018, the 
weight to be given to these policies should be reduced.  

 
7.8 For decision taking this means, where the policies most important for 

determining the application are out of date, granting permission 
unless: 
i. the application of policies in this framework that protect areas or 
assets of particular importance (in this case designated heritage 
assets: the setting of the two listed buildings have to be considered) 
provide a clear reason for refusing the development proposed; or 
ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 
policies of the Framework taken as a whole.  

 
7.9 The proposal would also be outside the built-up area of Offord Darcy 

as defined in the Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed 
Submission 2017 (as amended March 2018 for submission). 
Paragraph 4.84 excludes from the built up area ‘undeveloped land 
that affords important views from a public vantage point to or from a 
listed building, connecting the building to its countryside setting.’ 
Development outside the built up area is restricted by policy LP11 of 
Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 
(as amended March 2018 for submission).  Policy LP11a seeks the 
use of land of lower agricultural value, avoiding the use of Grades 1 
to 3a and avoiding Grade 1 agricultural land except in exceptional 
circumstances. In this case the land is not Grade 1 and appears to be 
grade 3. Although it is uncertain if the land is higher grade 3a it is 
considered that as only a small area of land is entailed, the loss of 
agricultural land does not amount to a reasonable reason for refusal 
in this case.  

 
7.10 Policy LP11b requires the intrinsic character and beauty of the land to 

be protected- this is considered in the following section of the report. 
There is no reason why the proposal should give rise to noise, odour, 
obtrusive light or other impacts that would adversely affect the use 
and enjoyment of the countryside by others, as required by LP11c. 

 
 
 
 



 Accessibility 
 
7.11 The NPPF and relevant adopted and emerging local policies seek 

development in sustainable and accessible locations. Offord Darcy 
and Offord Cluny are each defined separately as Small Settlements 
but adjoin each other and so it is reasonable to consider their facilities 
as serving the site. The Offords have few facilities other than Offord 
Primary School, a village hall, a pub, churches, a small grocery shop, 
a baby equipment shop, gift shop, vehicle repair shop and a very 
limited public transport service.  

 
7.12 The site is in a partially accessible location in that it is served by 

pavements and a road connecting to High Street. The site is also 
within 400m of bus stops and local green spaces and 800m of local 
shops, primary schools and other areas of green amenity space. 

 
7.13 This satisfies the Huntingdonshire Design Guide SPD 2017 (page 45) 

which states ‘ideally new homes will be built within a walking distance 
of 400m (5 minute walk) to bus stops and local green spaces) and 
800m (10 minute walk) to local shops, primary schools and other 
areas of green amenity space. 

 
7.14 However, public transport is understood to be limited to a bus service 

to St Neots, Buckden and Great Paxton (service 65) which only runs 
at limited times on weekdays. Therefore the site is not in the most 
sustainable location as the future occupiers would be likely to rely on 
motor journeys for access to most services and more or larger shops, 
with the nearest larger settlement being Buckden approximately 3km 
away and the settlements with a greater service and retail like 
Godmanchester and St Neots, being approximately 5.5km and 7km 
away respectively. The reliance on the private car, is considered to be 
contrary to the aims of sustainable development and the broader 
aims of Policy LP17 regarding sustainable travel. However it is 
considered that the need for motor journeys associated with two 
dwellings will not cause significant and demonstrable harm and the 
limited access to services is not considered in itself to amount to a 
reasonable reason for refusal in this case. 

 
7.15 It is concluded, with regards to the principle of the development, that: 

-This proposal would result in non-essential development in the 
countryside and conflicts with policies H23 and En17 of the 1995 
Local Plan and CS3 of the Core Strategy 2009.   
-The development is not in the most accessible location. However the 
proposal could be acceptable in principle, in the light of the NPPF 
encouragement of development subject to the proviso that the 
development should not be unduly visually harmful or intrusive in 
terms of the impact on the rural character and appearance of the area 
and should not cause significant and demonstrable harm.  The effect 
on the character and appearance of the area, including its impact on 
nearby listed buildings is, however, considered in the next section of 
this report and the other matters have to be satisfactorily addressed 
too. In particular, the community benefits of the affordable units at 
associated Manor Farm development, which are considered in the 
section on Section 106 planning obligation matters needs to be taken 
into account. 

 
 



Character and appearance of the countryside/ design/ visual 
amenity 

 
7.16 Paragraph 170 of the NPPF 2018 seeks decisions contributing to and 

enhancing the natural and local environment by recognising the 
intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. Policy LP11b of 
Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 
(as amended March 2018 for submission) requires the intrinsic 
character and beauty of the land to be protected. Policies H23, En17 
and CS3, whilst relevant to housing supply, also have environmental 
objectives which are all firmly aimed at protecting the environment 
and landscape character.  

 
7.17 The site is covered by vegetation of moderate height and it is partly 

bounded by residential properties (and the part that is not bounded by 
gardens, and adjoins the playing field to the north, is to be retained 
undeveloped). Public views of the site are currently limited e.g to the 
end of Alison Lane and from the recreation ground. Views are part 
screened by vegetation on and adjoining the site, and by the house 
and double garage at 3 Alison Lane. There are, however, private 
views of the site from neighbouring residential properties and the new 
access will further open views of the site. 

 
7.18 It is considered that the undeveloped site makes a modest positive 

contribution to the landscape value of the area and it offers private 
countryside views over the recreation field to the rear and intervening 
undeveloped space from neighbouring properties eg in High Street. 

 
7.19 The development will erode the undeveloped rural character and 

appearance of the site and urbanise it by replacing the vegetation and 
undeveloped space with two dwellings, the accesses and 
hardstandings and associated domestication of the site e.g. with 
parked cars and domestic equipment. The proposal therefore 
conflicts with part b of policy LP11 due to the harm caused by the 
urbanisation to the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. 
However, it is considered that, on balance, as the site is adjoined by 
several houses and gardens, and the development is attractive and 
rounds off development along the cul-de-sac, the development would 
not cause such harm to the rural character and appearance of the 
area that the application should be refused on this basis alone, and 
such a reason for refusal would be difficult to defend on appeal.   

 
7.20 The design, scale, massing and layout of the proposal are considered 

to be visually attractive and relate well to the adjoining residential 
development. Conditions can secure suitable details of the proposed 
external materials and hard and soft landscaping. The scheme is 
considered to be well designed and thus complies with paragraph 124 
of the NPPF 2018 which states that ‘Good design is a key aspect if 
sustainable development’ and the scheme contributes to the social 
objective of the planning system and paragraph 8b) of the NPPF 
2018. The proposal satisfies the Design Guide (2017), as the existing 
context and grain of the area has been considered and the 
development would harmonise with its surroundings.  

 
7.21 The development will result in the loss of the rural character of the 

site with development on the undeveloped space behind the houses 
fronting onto High Street. However, it is considered that these losses 



will not cause significant and demonstrable harm to the setting of 
Offord Darcy, as the development is well designed and so overall it 
will not cause undue harm to visual amenity. 

 
7.22 It is considered that it may be possible to consider an exception to the 

usual policies of limiting non-essential residential development in the 
countryside as the provision of additional homes in a range of sizes 
and the associated employment in construction is encouraged by the 
NPPF, subject to a further consideration of the other impacts.  

 
7.23 It is considered that the proposal represents a good design and 

layout. The proposal is considered to be acceptable in terms of its 
effect on the character and appearance of the area and satisfies the 
NPPF and policies En25 of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan 1995, 
CS1 of the Adopted Huntingdonshire Core Strategy 2009, HL5 of the 
Huntingdonshire Local Plan Alterations (2002) and LP12 LP13 of the 
Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 
(as amended March 2018 for submission). 

 
Character and appearance of the setting of adjoining listed 
buildings  

 
7.24 The proposal is considered to be far enough away from 81 High 

Street to avoid impacting on the significance of its setting.   
 
7.25 However, the Council’s Conservation Officer and owner of no. 79 

High Street are concerned about the intrusion of the dwelling on plot 
2 into 79 High Street’s rural setting, even though the dwelling has 
been scaled down. In using the criteria of the NPPF 2018 (paragraph 
193), it is considered that the intrusion into the setting amounts to 
‘less than substantial harm’ to the significance of the heritage asset. 
Any harm to the significance from development in the setting of the 
listed building requires ‘clear and convincing justification’ (paragraph 
194 of the NPPF).  

 
7.26 The local planning authority has to have special regard to the 

desirability of preserving the setting of a listed building (16(2) and 
66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings & Conservation Areas) Act 
1990, as amended and paragraph 196 of the NPPF 2018 requires the 
harm to be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.  

 
7.27 In this case plot 2 will interrupt the connection between the former 

farm house and the countryside (including the recreation ground) to 
the east. However, on balance, it is considered that the public 
benefits of the scheme (including the provision of additional market 
housing on this site, and with the proposed S106 benefits of, for 
example the affordable units on a different site in the same 
ownership, and provision of utilities to the recreation ground off site) 
would outweigh the less than substantial harm to the setting of the 
listed building.  

 
7.28 The proposal is considered to be acceptable in terms of its effect on 

the character and appearance of the setting of the adjoining listed 
buildings and satisfies the NPPF and policies En2 of the 
Huntingdonshire Local Plan 1995, CS1 of the Adopted 
Huntingdonshire Core Strategy 2009, HL5 of the Huntingdonshire 
Local Plan Alterations (2002) and LP12 LP13 of the 



Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 
(as amended March 2018 for submission). 

 
 Access and parking  
 
7.29 Alison Lane has been designed and laid out to be able to 

accommodate the type and quantity of vehicles associated with this 
development.   

 
7.30 The proposal is acceptable in highway safety terms and the proposed 

level of on-site car parking is considered to be reasonable.   
 
7.31 The proposal is considered to satisfy the NPPF, policies T18, T19 of 

the Huntingdonshire Local Plan (1995) and policies LP17 and LP18 of 
Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 
(as amended March 2018 for submission). 

 
 Residential Amenity of existing properties 
 
7.32 The proposal will intensify activity at the site but it is considered that 

this activity and disturbance will not cause undue harm to neighbour 
amenity. 

 
7.33 The houses are of a suitable scale, design and position, to avoid 

undue harm to the amenities of the neighbours for example in terms 
of undue harm to outlook, overbearing, overshadowing or overlooking 
effects.  

 
7.34 The proposal is considered to be acceptable in terms of the impact on 

adjoining residential properties. The proposal satisfies the NPPF and 
policies H31 of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan (1995), LP15 of 
Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 
(as amended March 2018 for submission) and the Huntingdonshire 
Design Guide 2017. 

 
 Residential amenity of future occupiers 
 
7.35 Overall, the proposed layout and design offers good amenities for the 

future occupiers of the dwellings although the recreation ground, 
especially the MUGA, will generate some noise and disturbance for 
the future residents. 

 
7.36 The Environmental Health Officer has assessed the effect of noise 

associated with the MUGA on the occupiers of the two proposed 
dwellings. It is considered that although there will be some noise 
exposure from the MUGA to Unit 1, the plot is far enough away for 
undue effects on the occupiers to be avoided and the house itself 
acts as a noise barrier to the rear garden.  

 
7.37 Plot 2 is closer to the MUGA but the Environmental Health Officer is 

satisfied that a condition to secure the proposed 2 metre high 
acoustic fence south of the dwelling on plot 2 (as set out in the 
agent’s letter dated 12th January 2017 submitted on 16 January 
2017) will avoid undue harm to the future occupiers of plot 2 from 
noise from the MUGA affecting the private amenity space. 

 



7.38 It is concluded that the proposal is acceptable in terms of residential 
amenity of future occupiers and satisfies the NPPF and policies H31 
of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan 1995 and LP15 of 
Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 
(as amended March 2018 for submission) and the Huntingdonshire 
Design Guide 2017. 

 
 Protected species  
 
7.39 Paragraph 170 of the NPPF 2018 seeks decisions contributing to and 

enhancing the natural and local environment by recognising and 
minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity, 
including by establishing coherent ecological networks that are more 
resilient to current and future pressures.   

 
7.40 The great crested newts survey and protected species survey 

submitted with the application confirmed the presence of great 
crested newts, a European Protected Species, at the site. The survey 
concludes that it is likely that a well-established medium sized 
population of great crested newts is present on the site, using the 
pond as aquatic breeding habitat in spring and the surrounding 
ground and vegetation for foraging, shelter and hibernation. The 
details of the mitigation measures have not been supplied with the 
planning application but would need to be part of the European 
Protected Species development licence issued by Natural England 
and may include the trapping and relocation of great crested newts 
from areas of work, care with certain works and compensation 
measures for any loss of habitat. 

 
7.41 Smooth newts (Lissotriton vulgaris) were also found to be present. 

These have limited protection under section 9(5) of the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981. This protection extends only as far as 
prohibiting sale, transporting or advertising for sale. Catching, 
keeping and killing them is not prohibited, but may be subject to 
controls relating to animal welfare. Great crested newt mitigation and 
compensation measures to ensure that any works at the site do not 
have an adverse effect on great crested newts are also likely to 
benefit smooth newts and other likely species at the site: grass 
snakes (Natrix natrix) and, during the bird nesting season, nesting 
birds. 

 
7.42 The applicant’s ecologist and Natural England did not object to the 

proposal. However, the Wildlife Trust seek more information and the 
applicant has been asked to provide updated protected species 
information for DMC as the surveys are more than 2 years old and at 
present there is insufficient information to be certain that the 
disturbance and/or potential damage to great crested newts, smooth 
newts and their habitat would not be unduly harmful eg by changing 
the use of land forming part of their habitat to garden land and if any 
potential benefits to their habitat with mitigation are outweighed by the 
harm or not.  

 
7.43 Mitigation would be considered as part of the European protected 

species development licence which is required from Natural England 
and the development of the site must only be carried out when the 
licence is obtained. Mitigation is likely to include safe exclusion of the 
great crested newts and maintenance of the species at the site or 



elsewhere. Further surveys and mitigation works required will be 
likely to affect the timing of construction works. 

 
7.44 Subject to the provision of further protected species information for 

DMC by the applicant, and advice from the Wildlife Trust, it is 
considered that the proposal is likely to be capable of mitigation for 
the proposed disturbance to the protected species and their habitat, 
in which case the proposal satisfies policies En22 of the 
Huntingdonshire Local Plan (1995) and LP32 of the 
Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 
(as amended March 2018 for submission). If satisfactory information 
is provided so a conclusion can be drawn on the impact on the 
protected species, conditions can secure the recommendations of the 
great crested newts survey and protected species survey reports in 
parallel to any requirements of a licence from Natural England.  

 
 Section 106 planning obligation matters 
 
7.45 The applicant is willing to enter into a Section 106 obligation (S.106) 

to secure the following planning contributions in association with the 
three applications 16/01670/FUL, 16/01671/FUL and16/01672/FUL:  
- wheeled bins for each dwelling on the three application sites as per 
HDC’s charging schedule, currently £73.65 per dwelling. 
- Five affordable housing units at Manor Farm the subject of 
16/01672/FUL.  
- A permanent supply of water and electricity to the Alison Lane 
recreation ground adjoining the site of application 16/01670/FUL at a 
cost of £35,000 (estimated in April 2017). 

 
7.46 Statutory tests set out in the Community Infrastructure Regulations 

2010 (Regulation 122) require that S.106 planning obligations must 
be: 
- Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 
- Directly related to the development; and 
- Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development 
S.106 Obligations are intended to make development acceptable 
which would otherwise be unacceptable in planning terms.  

 
 Wheeled bin contribution 
 
7.47 This development requires the provision of wheeled bins. The 

applicant has agreed to enter into an agreement under S. 106 of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to make a financial contribution 
towards the provision of wheeled refuse bins for the two dwellings on 
the site.  

 
7.48 The proposal would generate a need for such facilities, the amount of 

the contribution is appropriate to the proposed development and is 
supported by planning policy: policy CS10 of the Core Strategy 2009, 
LP4 of Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 
2017 and section H.11 on page 40 of the Developer Contributions 
SPD 2011 which clearly refers to the costs being directly related to 
the individual dwellings (although the precise costs have been 
updated since 2011).  

 



7.49 The contribution is necessary and is not a tariff-based obligation and 
meets the tests set out in the Community Infrastructure Regulations 
2010. 

 
7.50 The contribution is considered necessary to make the development 

acceptable in planning terms. Examples of two recent appeals where 
the inspectors agreed that a UU was appropriate are: application 
references 17/00063/OUT and 17/00617/FUL dated 30th May 2018. 

 
7.51 Subject to the applicant entering into the S.106 agreement, the 

application will incorporate adequate provision for refuse for this site 
and the proposal will comply with policies CS10 of the Core Strategy 
2009 and LP4 of Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed 
Submission 2017 and the requirements of the Developer 
Contributions Supplementary Planning Document 2011 (section 
H.11). 

 
 Five affordable housing units at Manor Farm the subject of 

16/01672/FUL and provision of a permanent supply of water and 
electricity to the Alison Lane recreation ground adjoining the site of 
application 16/01670/FUL at a cost of £35,000 (estimated in April 
2017). 

 
7.52 If application 16/01670/FUL was considered on its own, without the 

other two planning applications, it is considered that would be 
unreasonable to secure a S.106 obligation for anything other than the 
wheeled bins for the two dwellings on the site.  

 
7.53 However, the applicant has submitted financial viability reports 

balancing the costs and profits of the three schemes together. The 
latest viability report based on the three revised schemes, for a total 
of 9 market dwellings, 5 affordable dwellings and an office, has been 
assessed by a specialist on behalf of the District Council, who 
accepts that the costings for all three schemes are reasonable. 

 
7.54 It is considered that if the applicant’s three applications for 

developments outside the built up area/ departures from the 
development plan are considered together, an obligation to secure 
the affordable homes would be necessary to make the development 
acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the development, and 
would be fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the 
development and therefore would meet the Statutory tests set out in 
the Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010.   

 
7.55 The ward member has been notified of the proposed contributions 

totalling less than £100,000 that are proposed to be secured by 
Section 106 agreement and raised no objections to the proposed 
contributions. The proposals do not have to be presented to the S106 
working party as the scheme is below the notification thresholds. 

 
7.56 It is recommended that the application is approved subject to the 

Section 106 obligation to secure the following planning contributions 
in association with the three applications 16/01670/FUL, 
16/01671/FUL and 16/01672/FUL:  
- wheeled bins for each dwelling on the three application sites as per 
HDC’s charging schedule, currently £73.65 per dwelling  



- Five affordable housing units at Manor Farm the subject of 
16/01672/FUL.  
- A permanent supply of water and electricity to the Alison Lane 
recreation ground adjoining the site of application 16/01670/FUL at a 
cost of £35,000 (estimated in April 2017). 

 
 Other matters 
 
7.57 Trees and hedge-HDC’s Landscape Officer is satisfied that the 

Arboricultural Report by Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants can be 
approved and a condition can secure the recommendations, including 
tree protection measures detailed on plan 5003-D-2 to avoid harm to 
the more significant landscaping on the site. A landscaping condition 
will help integrate the development into its setting. 

 
 Response to Parish Council and 3rd party matters not addressed 

above: 
 
7.58 The potentially landlocked pond land and Japanese knotweed- the 

applicants advise that they are exploring selling the land to a 
neighbouring party but if the applicants retain ownership ‘they will 
seek to retain a right of access to this land which is entirely separate 
to any planning issues. This land was previously surveyed and is not 
contaminated by knotweed. The knotweed on the application site is 
managed and treated and would be removed by a specialist company 
prior to any ground works taking place on the site’. 

 
7.59 It is not appropriate to impose a planning condition to secure the 

eradication or monitoring of the Japanese knotweed on the site or the 
adjoining land owned by the applicants. Japanese knotweed is 
invasive and extremely expensive to eradicate. However, the 
applicants have sought advice from a specialist and propose to 
remove the Japanese knotweed. It would not be in the applicants’ 
interests to leave the Japanese knotweed on or adjoining the 
development as at the very least, it could damage the new 
development and harm its value. Furthermore, private and 
environmental health legislation exists to deal with off-site property 
damage and contamination respectively.   

 
7.60 The applicants conform that they propose to replace two existing 

fences erected by 79 High Street. However, it is considered that a 
planning condition is not required to secure this prior to the 
commencement of development. 

 
 Planning balance and conclusion: 
 
7.61 This section of the report firstly considers application 16/01670/FUL 

on its own and then with the other applications 16/01671/FUL and 
16/01672/FUL. 

 
 Consideration of Application 16/01670/FUL alone 
 
7.62 The proposal for private/market housing/ non-essential development 

in the countryside is a departure from the development plan and has 
to be justified.  

 



7.63 The NPPF 2018 has at its heart the presumption in favour of 
sustainable development as set out in section 2 of the NPPF 2018. 
Achieving sustainable development involves the pursuit of economic, 
environmental and social objectives. The relationship of this scheme 
to the objectives is summarised below and a balancing exercise has 
to be undertaken to weigh the benefits of the scheme against its 
disadvantages: 

 
 Economic sustainability: 
 
7.64 The provision of 2 new dwellings would give rise to employment 

during the construction phase of the development, and is likely to 
result in an increase in the use of local services and facilities, both of 
which will be of benefit, albeit modest, to the local economy. 

 
 Social sustainability: 
 
7.65 Paragraph 59 of the NPPF 2018 refers to ‘the Government’s objective 

of significantly boosting the supply of homes’. The NPPF points out 
that ‘small and medium sized sites can make an important 
contribution to meeting the housing requirement of an area , and are 
often built-out relatively quickly’ and that ‘development in one village 
may support services in a village nearby’ 

 
7.66 The scheme entails modest benefits with two additional dwellings ie a 

small contribution to housing in the area, it is likely to support shops 
and services in Offord Darcy, Offord Cluny and further afield and it 
would allow increased social interaction between residents existing 
and new, albeit in a modest way.  The scheme is considered to be 
well designed and safe as sought by paragraph 8.b) of the NPPF. 

 
7.67 There is a limited range of local services and facilities available in the 

Offords, which can be reached on foot and by cycle. In view of this 
and the very limited access to public transport available in the 
Offords, the proposal would result in an increase in private car use 
associated with the development. However, the increase, and 
resultant harm is likely to be limited and in the context of this largely 
rural district, the site is considered to be in a reasonably sustainable 
location. 

 
 Environmental Sustainability 
 
7.68 The environmental issues are assessed in earlier sections of this 

report but to summarise, the proposal does not result in the significant 
loss of agricultural land, it is considered to make effective use of land, 
to cause less than substantial harm to the designated Heritage assets 
and the proposal offers the potential to improve biodiversity with 
mitigation measures associated with the reptile habitat. 

 
 Conclusion on 16/01670/FUL alone: 
 
7.69 The NPPF provides some examples of restrictive policies such as 

designated heritage assets and habitats where the tilted balance of 
the NPPF does not apply. 

 
7.70 However, in this case, it is considered that: 



* the public benefits of the proposal outweigh the less than substantial 
harm to the setting of the listed building and 
* subject to the awaited additional protected species information/ 
Wildlife Trust advice to demonstrate that there will be no harm to 
protected species and their habitats (namely Great Crested Newts, 
other reptiles and birds) it cannot be satisfactorily addressed by 
mitigation measures in order to establish that the proposed 
development would comply with NPPF paragraph 170 d) (minimising 
impacts and providing net gains for biodiversity, including by 
establishing coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to 
current and future pressures), in accordance with the best practice 
guidance of BS42020:2013 'Biodiversity. Code of practice for 
planning and development', policies En22 of the Huntingdonshire 
Local Plan (1995), CS1 of the Adopted Core Strategy (2009), LP32 of 
Huntingdonshire’s Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission.  

 
7.71 The proposal entails some harm with 

* the requirement for additional private motor journeys due to the rural 
location of the site, although the harm is limited due to the small scale 
of proposal (only two units) and 
* the impact on the rural character of the area but the harm is limited 
due to the site being directly adjacent to the built up area and the 
development being considered to be an acceptable rounding off of 
development in the cul de sac; and 
* less than substantial harm to the designated Heritage assets . 

 
7.72 However, it is considered that, overall, any harm is outweighed by the 

public benefits of the scheme as set out above. The development of 
two dwellings in a reasonably sustainable location is considered to 
satisfy economic, social and environmental objectives as required by 
the NPPF and the development can constitute sustainable 
development. There is also some benefit in clearing the Japanese 
knotweed from the site. 

 
7.73 The adverse effects of the proposed development on this site in the 

countryside are not considered to significantly and demonstrably 
outweigh the benefits.  

 
Consideration of application 16/01670/FUL with applications 
16/01671/FUL and 16/01672/FUL 

 
7.74 All three applications are departures from the Development Plan 

being non-essential residential development in the countryside. 
 
7.75 The positive aspects of the proposal with 16/01671/FUL and 

16/01672/FUL (in total, an office and 14 new dwellings: 9 market and 
5 affordable would be provided) are:  
* the contribution to the District’s housing supply (especially 
affordable housing which would be subject to the S106 agreement) 
and to employment space, 
*  the three schemes would give rise to employment during the 
demolition and construction phase of the developments,   
* the three schemes are likely to support shops and services in Offord 
Darcy, Offord Cluny and further afield and allow increased social 
interaction between residents existing and new, albeit in a modest 
way, 



* securing a permanent supply of water and electricity to the Alison 
Lane recreation ground adjoining the site of application 16/01670/FUL 
with the S106 agreement, 
* the development at Manor Farm offers the opportunity to secure a 
frontage footpath adjoining the existing bus stop which is likely to 
make the use of the stop safer and 
* the clearance of the Japanese knotweed from the Alison Lane site. 

 
7.76 The negatives of the three schemes include harm with 

* the additional private motor journeys due to the rural location of the 
sites, although the harm is limited due to the small scale of proposals 
and 
* the erosion of the rural character of the area. 

 
7.77 The impact of 16/01671/FUL and 16/01672/FUL on ecology is also 

yet to be resolved with updates since the 2015 ecology reports.  
 

Conclusion on application 16/01670/FUL with applications 
16/01671/FUL and 16/01672/FUL 

 
7.78 To sum up, subject to the additional protected species information/ 

Wildlife Trust advice, it is considered that on its own, application 
16/01670/FUL can be approved but being for 2 market homes in the 
countryside, rather than for example, two affordable dwellings, the 
proposal is of some, albeit somewhat limited, overall benefit.  

 
7.79 However, as part of the group of three applications with 

16/01671/FUL, 16/01672/FUL, which the council’s consultant 
considers is a viable and reasonable set of proposals, it is considered 
that the benefits offered in the S106 obligation add merit to 
application 16/01670/FUL. 

 
7.80 The applications are departures from the Development Plan, being 

non-essential residential development in the countryside. However, it 
is considered that, overall, any harm caused by the three schemes is 
outweighed by the public benefits as set out above. It is concluded 
that material considerations as clearly set out in the relevant report, 
indicate that the applications should be approved (subject to the 
additional protected species information/ Wildlife Trust advice).   

 
7.81 Taking national and local planning policies into account, and having 

regard for all relevant material considerations, it is recommended that 
planning permission be approved for 16/01670/FUL subject to the 
awaited protected species information/ Wildlife Trust advice. 

 
7.82 Recommendation: that, subject to the awaited protected species 

information/ Wildlife Trust advice,  
* the Head Of Development be authorised to enter into S106 
obligations to secure: 
 - wheeled bins for each dwelling on the three application sites. 
 - Five affordable housing units at Manor Farm the subject of 
16/01672/FUL.  
 - A permanent supply of water and electricity to the Alison Lane 
recreation ground adjoining the site of application 16/01670/FUL 
 * subject to the applicant entering into the agreements, applications 
16/01670/FUL 16/01671/FUL  and 16/01672/FUL be approved. 

 



 
 
8. RECOMMENDATION  - subject to the applicant 

entering into the s106 agreements and subject to the awaited protected 
species information and Wildlife Trust advice APPROVE 
16/01670/FUL subject to conditions to include those listed below: 

 
• Standard time limit 
• Development to be in accordance with approved plans 
• Archaeology 
• Recommendations of great crested newts survey and 

protected species survey reports 
• Proposed Levels  
• Tree protection pre commencement in accordance with 

submitted report 
• External materials 
• Landscaping 
• Provide access, parking and turning pre occupation and retain 
• Provide 2m fence to separate plot 2’s rear garden from MUGA 

pre occupation of plot 2. 
 
If you would like a translation of this document, a large text version or an audio 
version, please contact us on 01480 388388 and we will try to accommodate 
your needs. 
 
CONTACT OFFICER: 
Enquiries about this report to Sheila Lindsay Senior Development 
Management Officer 01480 388247 
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Huntingdonshire DC Public Access

From: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Clerk <offordspc@deltagamma.co.uk>

Sent: 05 September 2016 12:08

To: DevelopmentControl

Subject: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council Planning Observations

Here are the recommendations following the planning meeting held on September 1.

                                               Application Ref 16/01481/HHFUL
18 Bramley Drive, Offord Darcy
Single storey extension/garage conversion to the front and 

                                               replace existing flat roof to porch with pitched 
roof
                                               Recommend Approval

Application Ref: 16/01712/FUL & LBC
215 High Street, Offord Cluny
Various small extensions to the rear at ground and first floor 

                                               level including a garage conversion.
                                               Recommend Approval

Application Ref: 16/01672/FUL
Manor Farm, High Street, Offord Darcy
Demolition of existing buildings and erection of nine 

                                               dwellings and an office building at Manor Farm using the two 

                                               existing access points from High Street and 
associated works
                                               This will tidy up a derelict area within the parish. Recommend 
Approval

Application Ref: 16/01670/FUL
Land South of Alison Lane, Offord Darcy
Erection of two detached dwellings with a shared access from 

                                               Alison Lane
Recommend Approval

Application Ref: 16/01671/FUL
Agricultural Buildings, Grove Farm, Graveley Road ,Offord Darcy
Erection of two detached dwellings with shared access from Graveley 

Road.
                                               The Parish Council recommends Approval of this scheme which 
is a continuation of the previous development.
                                               Representation was made to Council from a neighbour who 
wished to have the layout of the property adjoining
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                                               his changed to a design he felt was more in keeping with what 
was already there. He was advised to make his
                                               objections known to the planning authority.

Regards
Jackie

Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council
P O Box 1289
Peterborough
PE2 2NR
07597 988763
www.offordspc.org.uk
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Huntingdonshire DC Public Access

From: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Clerk <offordspc@deltagamma.co.uk>

Sent: 09 September 2016 11:24

To: Lindsay, Sheila (Plan. Serv.)

Subject: Re: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council Planning Observations 

16/01670/FUL  16/01671/FUL 16/01672/FUL

Attachments: Mimecast Attachment Protection Instructions; Letter to Sheila Lindsay - 

September 8, 2016.pdf

Mimecast Attachment Protection has created safe copies of your attachments.

Dear Sheila,

Thank you for your email. Please see attached letter.

Kind regards
Jackie 

From: Lindsay, Sheila (Plan. Serv.)
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 2016 12:23 PM
To: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Clerk
Subject: RE: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council Planning Observations 16/01670/FUL 16/01671/FUL 
16/01672/FUL

Dear Jackie,
Thanks for your email.

You may recollect that if Town/Parish Councils do not give reasons for their recommendation (either to 
approve or refuse), the scheme of delegation permits us/HDC to determine the application as officers 
recommend (even if it is contrary to the PC recommendation).

However, if reasons are given by the Town/Parish Council for the recommendation and there is a 
difference between the TC/PC and the HDC officers it means that the application will be referred to 
Planning Committee to determine.

I think that the comment ‘This will tidy up a derelict area within the parish’ may suffice as a reason 
on 16/01672/FUL Manor Farm, High Street, Offord Darcy Demolition of existing buildings and erection of 
nine dwellings and an office building at Manor Farm and associated works.
                                              
However, I have three questions:
I wonder if you would like to take the opportunity to add reasons for:
1.16/01670/FUL and 
2.16/01671/FUL ?
Otherwise the delegation scheme allows the applications to potentially be determined contrary to the PC 
recommendation at Officer level.

Your letter of June 2016 to Clara said more about the background to the PC thinking than the formal 
responses on the applications but as it predates the applications I cannot treat it as a reason, unless you 
asked me to. The letter was being ‘supportive of housing development in general, keeping the parish alive 
and vibrant and able to sustain the services it has. The proposals in question all represent sympathetic 
development and additions to what is already present and Council can see no reason to oppose them. The 
Manor Farm development in particular will improve an untidy site and certainly enhance the entrance to the 
village and will also provide additional affordable housing stock’. 
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3.Furthermore, as all 3 applications are connected with the applicants proposal that if the applications are 
approved, a permanent water and electricity supply will be supplied to the recreation ground, a footpath 
outside Manor Farm to the bus stop and removal of Japanese knotweed from the Alison Lane application 
site, it would be helpful to have the PC thoughts on those items.

I look forward to hearing from you.
regards,
Sheila Lindsay
Senior Development Management Officer (South Team)
Development Service
Huntingdonshire District Council
Tel: 01480 388247

I hope this information will help you but the advice is a personal opinion given without prejudice to 
the consideration of any application by the Local Planning Authority

From: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Clerk [mailto:offordspc@deltagamma.co.uk] 
Sent: 05 September 2016 12:08
To: DevelopmentControl
Subject: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council Planning Observations

Here are the recommendations following the planning meeting held on September 1.

                                               Application Ref       16/01481/HHFUL
                                               18 Bramley Drive, Offord Darcy
                                               Single storey extension/garage conversion to the front 
and                                      
                                                                                   replace existing flat roof to porch with pitched 
roof
                                               Recommend Approval

                                               Application Ref: 16/01712/FUL & LBC
                                               215 High Street, Offord Cluny
                                               Various small extensions to the rear at ground and first 
floor                                                
                                                                                   level including a garage conversion.
                                               Recommend Approval

                                               Application Ref: 16/01672/FUL
                                               Manor Farm, High Street, Offord Darcy
                                               Demolition of existing buildings and erection of 
nine                                                 
                                                           dwellings and an office building at Manor Farm using the 
two                                             
                                                                       existing access points from High Street and 
associated works
                                               This will tidy up a derelict area within the parish. Recommend 
Approval

                                               Application Ref: 16/01670/FUL
                                               Land South of Alison Lane, Offord Darcy
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                                               Erection of two detached dwellings with a shared access 
from                                             
                                                                                   Alison Lane
           Recommend Approval

                                               Application Ref: 16/01671/FUL
                                               Agricultural Buildings, Grove Farm, Graveley Road ,Offord Darcy
                                               Erection of two detached dwellings with shared access from 
Graveley Road.
                                               The Parish Council recommends Approval of this scheme which 
is a continuation of the previous development.
                                               Representation was made to Council from a neighbour who 
wished to have the layout of the property adjoining
                                               his changed to a design he felt was more in keeping with what 
was already there. He was advised to make his
                                               objections known to the planning authority.

Regards
Jackie

Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council
P O Box 1289
Peterborough
PE2 2NR
07597 988763
www.offordspc.org.uk

Disclaimer

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient 
and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution 
or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived 



Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Council
P O Box 1289
Peterborough

PE2 2NR
07597 988763

www.offordspc.org.uk
clerk@offordspc.org.uk

September 8, 2016

Sheila Lindsay
Senior Development Officer Manager (South Team)
Development Services
Huntingdonshire District Council
Pathfinder House
St Mary’s Street
Huntingdon PE29 3TN

Dear Sheila,

Planning Application Observations

At the September Council meeting, the proposed development of 3 sites in Offord Darcy 
by Edmund Thornhill were discussed.

Council has always worked well with Thornhill Estates to the benefit of the residents of 
The Offords and is supportive of housing development in general, keeping the parish 
alive and vibrant and able to sustain the services it has.

Forming part of the proposal is Thornhill’s offer to provide permanent utility services to 
the proposed Pavilion site on the Recreation Ground whilst working on the Alison Lane 
project and also to entirely remove the Japanese Knotweed which is present on the site 
and along the boundary of the recreation ground.  A footpath is also planned for the 
Manor Farm site which will connect to the footpath network at the end of Graveley 
Road.  All will be of immense benefit to the residents of the parish.

Application Ref: 16/01672/FUL

The Manor Farm development in particular will improve an untidy site and certainly 
enhance the entrance to the village. It will also provide additional affordable housing 
stock as shown to be a requirement in the recent Housing Needs Survey.
 



Application Ref: 16/01671/FUL & Application Ref: 16/01670/FUL

Both applications represent sympathetic development and comprise additions to what 
is already present on the sites in question. Therefore Council has no reason to oppose 
them.  

Council is happy to support these proposals.

Kind regards
Yours sincerely

Jackie Stanbridge
Clerk to the Council
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Huntingdonshire DC Public Access

From: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Clerk <offordspc@deltagamma.co.uk>

Sent: 03 August 2018 11:40

To: Lindsay, Sheila (Plan. Serv.)

Subject: Re: Planning Permission Consultation - Land South Of Alison Lane Offord Darcy 

(ref 16/01670/FUL)

Dear Sheila,

Thanks for your email and the explanation. Council maintains its original position re this application which 
is to recommend approval.

Kind regards
Jackie

From: Lindsay, Sheila (Plan. Serv.) 
Sent: Friday, August 3, 2018 10:54 AM
To: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Clerk 
Subject: RE: Planning Permission Consultation - Land South Of Alison Lane Offord Darcy (ref 16/01670/FUL)

Dear Jackie,
Thanks for your email.
The revised plans came in on 16th January 2017 and relate to plot 2 which has for example had its rear 
wing deleted.
I have asked the applicant about the potentially landlocked pond land and I have been advised that the 
applicant is exploring the idea of selling it to a neighbouring party but if the applicant retains ownership
‘they will seek to retain a right of access to this land which is entirely separate to any planning issues. This land was 
previously surveyed and is not contaminated by knotweed. The knotweed on the application site is managed and 
treated and would be removed by a specialist company prior to any ground works taking place on the site’.

I hope this helps.

The plan is to take the 3 applications 16/01670/FUL 16/01671/FUL 16/01672/FUL to August 20th

Committee so if you have any further comments, please bear that date in mind. The sooner we have any 
comments, the sooner we can respond to them, thanks.
regards

Sheila Lindsay
Senior Development Management Officer (South Team)
Development Services
Corporate Delivery
Huntingdonshire District Council

Pathfinder House, St Marys Street
Huntingdon
PE29 3TN

Tel: 01480 388247 (direct dial)
Email: sheila.lindsay@huntingdonshire.gov.uk
Please visit the Planning Pages of our new website at http://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk/planning for all 
planning related enquiries, including full details of the pre-application services we are providing.

Any comments represent the informal opinion of an officer of Huntingdonshire District Council. These comments are 
made without prejudice to any eventual determination through the planning process.
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From: Offord Cluny & Offord Darcy Parish Clerk [mailto:offordspc@deltagamma.co.uk] 
Sent: 25 July 2018 10:45
To: DMAdmin; Control, Development (Planning)
Subject: Re: Planning Permission Consultation - Land South Of Alison Lane Offord Darcy (ref 16/01670/FUL)

Dear Planners,

Councillors discussed this application at their recent planning meeting but were unable to identify any 
amendments to the original plans.
They were concerned about the landlocked area containing the pond which appeared to be 
inaccessible. Concerns were raised about future maintenance of this piece of land and the possible 
presence of Japanese Knotweed. Perhaps the case officer could respond to these queries please.

Regards
Jackie

From: Dmadmin@huntingdonshire.gov.uk 
Sent: Tuesday, July 3, 2018 1:39 PM
To: clerk@offordspc.org.uk 
Subject: RE: Planning Permission Consultation - Land South Of Alison Lane Offord Darcy (ref 16/01670/FUL) 

Dear Parish Clerk,

Please find correspondence from Development Management at Huntingdonshire District Council attached 
to this email in relation to the following application for planning permission.

Proposal: AMENDED PLANS FOR PLOT 2 Erection of two detached dwellings with a shared access from 
Alison Lane

Site Address: Land South Of Alison Lane Offord Darcy

Reference: 16/01670/FUL

Opting out of email correspondence
--------------------------------------------------------
We are continually striving to improve the service we deliver to our customers. As part of this we are now 
contacting our customers by email where possible in an effort to provide a faster, more efficient service.

If you would prefer not to receive correspondence from us via email you have the right to opt out. If you 
wish to opt out please contact us at the address provided below so that we can remove your email details 
from our records.

Keeping safe on the internet
---------------------------------------------
You should never open a file attached to an email when you do not trust the sender's authenticity.

We will only contact you via email when you have already contacted us in relation to this specific 
application (or one directly related to it) and provided your email address as a contact - we will not 
transfer your contact details between unrelated applications. 
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